Abstract-In this paper, the robust mutation strategy for differential evolution (DE) is proposed for Enhancing its solution searching abilities. Also, the elitist crossover is involved to produce potential vectors. In the experiments, fifteen CEC 2005 test functions, which include un i-modal and multi-modal functions, are adopted for testing the proposed method and compare its performance with three DE variants. From the results, it can be observed that the proposed method performs better than other DE approaches on most test functions.
INTRODUCTION
In 1995, the concept of original differential evolution (DE) was first proposed by Storn and Price [1]- [4] . It's a vector based evolutionary algorithm with simple concept and high efficiency. In recent years, more and more DE variants were proposed and have been applied in various fIled for solving real-world optimization problems.
There are more and more DE variants were proposed in last two decades. In 2006, Brest et al. proposed self-adaptive differential evolution (iDE) [5] , which focused on adjust control parameters F and Cr correspond to each individual.
In 2009, Huang and Suganthan proposed a DE with multi mutation named SaDE [6] . It combined four mutation strategies "DE/randll", "DE/bestll", "DE/current-to-bestll" and "DE/current-to-randll". Also, it involved self-adjusted parameters to generate potential solutions according to their previous experiences.
In 2011, Mallipeddi and Suganthan proposed a DE variant named EPSDE [7] . In EPSDE, each vector will be assigned one of mutation strategies. The parameters F and Cr will be randomly selected from the pools. If the target vector is better than the trial vector, a randomly selected mutation strategy will be assigned for the target vector and the parameters will also be re-selected in next generation. In the same year, Wang et al.
proposed CoDE [8] , which involved three mutation strategies, after evaluate the three trail vectors' fitness values, the best one is then kept.
In 2012, the EIDE was proposed by Zou and Gao [9] which is aiming to parameters adjustment. Thus, in EIDE, the scale 122 factor F is set as uniform distribution and the crossover rate Cr was increase linearly.
Although there are many DE variants were proposed, solving optimization problems with capable rapid convergence are still an active area of research. In this paper, an improved mutation strategy named robust mutation is proposed for enhancing DE's solution searching ability. Also, the elitist crossover is involved to speedup convergence and to perform deeply search. This paper is organized as follows. The basic concept of differential evolution is described in section II. The detail of proposed method is introduced in section III. The experiments results are in section IV. Finally, the conclusions are described in section V.
II. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION
Differential evolution (DE) is arguably one of the most powerful stochastic real-parameter optimization algorithms in the mainstream. Its main characteristic include have a few parameters, simply structure and fast convergence, etc. The members of population in DE are called parameter vectors. Vectors' movements are according to trial vectors. The six common mutation strategies are listed as follows.
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DE/curr ent to randll
where i, rv r 2, r3 ' r4 and rs denote current vector and five random selected vectors of population, respectively, and i =/= r 1 =/= r 2 =/= r3 =/= r4 =/= rs. The G represents current generation, Xbesl denotes the best vector of the population, and F denotes scale factor and FE(O, 1]. The X is the target vector and V is the donor vector.
Unlike traditional GA [10] , the crossover in DE will be performed after mutation. Crossover in DE will be activated by crossover rate Cr. It can prevent convergent prematurely. Regardless the change of the mutation mechanism, DE algorithms adopt uniform crossover. After mutation mechanism, the crossover is then performed by selecting current vector and donor vector to produce trial vectors by following equation.
where CrE[O,I] denotes crossover rate,) denotes dimension. If the trial vector (U) obtained by crossover-stage is better than target vector (X). It will be kept for next iteration. Otherwise, the trail vector will be updated and replaced in next iteration. The procedures that mentioned above will keep going until the termination condition is reached. The selection in DE is performed by following equation.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
In order to enhancing DE's solution searching ability, the robust mutation is proposed. It can generate useful moving vectors to guide vectors for fmding better solutions. Also, the elitist crossover is involved to produce better vectors and they will guide others vector to perform deeply search.
A. Robust Mutation
In general, mutation of DE is to generate moving vector for guiding vectors toward to potential solution space. In fact, after several iterations, vectors will get closer around local optimum. If all vectors only toward to around the global best vector, diversity between vectors will keep decrease. In order to solve this situation, a new mutation strategy is proposed, named DE/curr ent to focusll. Thus, vectors will not only toward to the best vector's location but also other better vectors. The vector update equation is listed as follows. (9) where Xrobust,G represents one of top R% vectors of populations and X i ,G =/= Xrobust,G ' The XTl,G and Xr2,G are two random selected vectors, and their ate between [0, 2]. The parameter R is generated as follows.
max-gen where gen is current generation, max Jjen is maximum generations. Thus, the value R will keep decreased linearly, from 30 to 5, while solution searching is in progress. Thus, the vector will not just get closer around the global best vector. It can increase diversity between vectors.
B. Elitist Crossover
For the basic DE, the crossover is to randomly select donor vector and target vector for information exchange. In fact, the trial vector, which combine a part of donor vector and target vector, may useless for finding potential solutions. In this paper, the elitist crossover is proposed. For each generation, randomly select one of top 30% target vectors to perform crossover with donor vector for increase vectors' exploration ability and speedup convergence. In the proposed method, the scale factor Fj of each particle is independently generated in each generation according to following equation
where F i denotes scale factor of ith vector. Similar, in order to adjust crossover rate according current solution search status, the Cr will be generated as follows. (12) where Cri represents crossover rate of ith vector. Thus, for the proposed, the crossover rate is not a fixed value.
The flowchart of proposed is presented in Fig 1 and the procedure of proposed method is listed as follows.
Step 1: Initialization.
Step 2: Fitness Evaluation.
Step 3: Robust mutation by (9).
Step 4: Elitist Crossover.
Step 5: Selection by (7) Step 6: Fitness Evaluations.
Step 7: Repeat step 3 to step 6, until meet the stop criteria.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
A.
Test functions
In order to test the performance of proposed method and compare it with other variants of DE, 15 test functions of CEC 2005 [14] are adopted for experiments. In test functions, functions!i� Is are uni-modal, functions f6�!i4 are multi-modal, and function !is is hybrid composition. All the test functions are set as 30 dimensions. In order to easier compare the performance between optimizers, the error value e between the real global optimum .f' and function value f found by optimizer will be presented. The error value can be calculated as follows. e = f -f * (13) The initialization range and search range of 15 test functions are listed in Table I . In the experiments, the dimensions D of all test functions are set as 30. Ji-J4
.Is [-32, 32t [-32, 32t k.110 In the experiments, three related works of DE, which include jDE [5] , CoDE [8] , and EIDE [9] , are conducted to compare with the proposed method. The parameters of these methods are according to their original settings. Including the proposed method, each DE approach is executed for 25 independent runs, and the maximum fitness evaluations (FEs) are set as 300,000. All the DE variants were implemented using MA TLAB 2011 b. The experiments were executed on Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 2.00GHz with 128GB RAM on Windows 7 64-bits Professional. C.
Experimental Results
In experiments, four DE variants are executed for 25 independent runs. The experiment results are listed in Table II which presents the mean and standard deviation of error value e of 15 test functions. The best results among the four DE variants are shown in bold.
For function 1, jDE, CoDE and the proposed method can fmd the optimal solution. Besides, only the EIDE can fmd the optimal solution on function 9. The jDE performs better on function 5 and 7. The EIDE performs better on function 15. For the rest functions, the proposed method performs the best on function 2, 3, 4,6,8, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 among four DE approaches.
V.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a robust mutation strategy is proposed to guide vectors toward to potential solution space efficiently. It can improve vectors' solution searching ability. Also, the elitist crossover can produce better trail vector for speedup convergence. Fifteen test functions of CEC 2005 are adopted for experiments through a reasonable average and fitness evaluations. From the results, it can be observed that the proposed method performs better than other three DE variants on most test functions.
